1. Call to Order
2. Attendance, Determination of Quorum
3. Guest Introductions
4. Review of Agenda
5. Review/Approval of Spring 2017 Meeting Minutes, 4 May Minutes
6. Chair: Status
7. Review of comments for balloted sections
   - Chapter 8 – Design Strength of Horizontal Sections
   - Chapter 9 – Design Strength of Vertical Sections
   - Chapter 10 – Opening Details
   - Appendix A – Horizontal Section Strength by Stress Block Method
   - Chapter 7 – Loads
8. Review/comments for non-balloted sections
   - Chapter 11 – Foundations
   - Chapter 12 – Construction Requirements
9. OLD BUSINESS
10. NEW BUSINESS
11. Next Meeting: March 27, 2018, Salt Lake City, UT
12. Adjourn